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1. INTRODUCTION 
In this paper, we consider the existence of positive radial solutions for 
the boundary value problem 
-du=g(lxl)f(u) in C(R, I?), (1.1) 
u=o on dC(R, k), (1.2) 
where 0< R <R< +co, C(R, A) is the annulus {xe RN/R< 1x1 <I?}, 
(Na2) andf: [0, +co)-+R, g: (0, +co)+R. 
As usual, because we are seeking for radial solutions u( 1x1) of ( 1.1 ), we 
consider the ordinary differential equation 
N-l 
-d(r)-- u’(r) = g(r) f(u(r)), R-cr-cl? r (1.3) 
(r = 1x1) with boundary conditions 
u(R)= u(l?)=O. (1.4) 
There are several recent papers dealing with this kind of problem 
[6, 9, 121. In all of these a shooting method is applied in order to obtain 
positive solutions of (1.3). This technique requires that g > 0 be not identi- 
cally null in any sub-interval of (0, + a). 
In contrast, our main idea is to use the Mountain Pass Theorem [2] for 
Eq. (1.3) (multiplied by rN-’ ). This approach allows us: (i) to prove in a 
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simple and direct way various existence results when f is continuous and 
(ii) to study the case of discontinuous nonlinearities. 
In the former we can improve the result of [12] (dealing with super- 
linear f) under more general conditions on g. In addition, we can also 
handle the case when f is bounded, improving the result of [9]. 
As for (ii), even if our arguments would apply to a larger class of non- 
linearities, we consider the specific case: f(u) = 0 VU E [0, a), f(u) 2 f(a) > 0 
VU E [a, + co), a > 0. We pass through the multivalued formulation [ 1, 71 
of the problem (1.3), (1.4), whose solutions are still found using a Chang’s 
version of the Mountain Pass Theorem [7], suitable for nonsmooth 
functionals. An argument based on some “energy function” allows us to 
show that the radial solutions u of the multivalued problem satisfy 
meas{xEC(R,R)/u(x)=a}=O 
and hence solve 
-Au(x) = g(lxl)f(u(x)) a.e. C(R, I?). (1.5) 
2. THE PROBLEM WITH CONTINUOUS NONLINEARITY 
In this section, we study problem (l.l), (1.2) under the following 
assumption 
(fl) fEC’(L-0, +~)),f(o)=o=f’(o). 
(gi) ge C’(0, + 00) with lim inf,, +a g(r) > 0. 
By the maximum principle, we can assume, without loss of generality, that 
f is defined on ( - co, 0) by setting f(u) = 0 for u < 0. Multiplying Eq. (1.3) 
by rN ~ ‘, we find 
-(rn-‘~4’)=r”~‘g(r)f(u), R<r<l? (2.1) 
u(R) = u(k) = 0. (2.2) 
We will consider the C’-functional Z defined in the usual Sobolev space 
H;(R, & by 
(2.3) 
where F’(u) = jif(z) dz. The critical points u(r) of Z are classical solutions 
of (2.1) and so U(X) = u( 1x1) solves (l.l), (1.2). Moreover, by the maximum 
principle, such solutions are positive (u(r) > 0 in (R, k)). 
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2.1. The Superlinear Case 
In addition to (f,), (gi), we assume in this subsection that 
(f2) f(u)>0 Vu>O, lim,,+,f(u)/u= +co. 
(g2) g(r)>0 Vr>O, and gf0 in [R, A]. 
THEOREM 2.1. Let (gl), (g2), (fi), and (fi) hold. Then the problem (l.l), 
(1.2) has at least one positive radial classical solution. 
Proof: First, we will prove Theorem 2.1 in the case that, in addition to 
(gi), (g2), (fi), and (f,), there exist OE [0, 4) and t,>O such that 
F(u) < Of(u) u vu > t,. (2.4) 
It follows as in Lemma 3.4 of [2] that I satisfies the compactness 
condition of Palais-Smale. Also, by (f, ), I has a local minimum at zero. 
Consider now a nonempty and closed sub-interval J of [R, A] where 
g > 0. Then, by (f2), 
lim g(r)f(u)= +oo uniformly in r E J. (2.5) u- fee 24 
Pick $EHA(R,~) with 1111//1=1, $>O in (R,j), and j,$‘dr=d>O. 
Using (2.5), there exists u,>O such that 
r “-‘g(r)/(u)>yu V’U~U,, rE.Z. 
This, F(;(u) 3 0 Vu 3 0, and g(r) > 0 imply that for tl > 0 
Z(~~)<~k~1~2-~~r”~1g(r)F(u$(r))dr 
R 
Q+‘- 
s rN- ‘g(r) F(a$(r)) dr (rEJ:a~(r)>uo} 
1 ,/~N~lu2 
‘2 
2d;-1 a2/ $‘dr+c,, 
with cl > 0 constant. 
For M large, say u > LX*, one has 
s d $‘dr>- (rEJ:l$(r)>u~} 2’ 
505194’2.2 
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and there exists cr,>O such that Z(crOl(/)<O. 
Therefore, Z satisfies the assumption of the Mountain Pass Theorem [2], 
which yields the existence of a critical point u # 0 for I. This concludes the 
proof in the case that (2.4) is satisfied. 
If (2.4) does not hold, we use the L”-a priori estimate (see the Appendix 
for the proof): 
LEMMA 2.2. Let (gl), (g,), (f,), and (f2) hold. Then there exists K>O 
such that 
for all positive solutions of (2.1) (2.2). 
This is a priori estimate and an argument similar to this of Theorem 2.3 
in [S] permits us to reduce the problem to the case in which (2.4) is 
satisfied and the proof is complete. 
Remarks 2.3. (i) Theorem 2.1 improves the result of [ 121 (as well as 
of [6,9]), where it is required that g be not identically null in any sub- 
interval of (0, + a), 
(ii) By Remark 2.12 and Theorem 3.1 of [6], our Theorem 2.1 also 
proves the existence of a positive radial solution for (1.1) with other 
boundary conditions. 
2.2. The Bounded Case 
We will assume now that 
(f,) f is bounded. 
(fJ F(U)>,0 vu>o, F$O. 
Because the results in this case depend on Z? (from now on, R will be con- 
sidered fixed) we remark explicitly on the dependence of Z by denoting 
I= Zh. Note that Zk is bounded from below and satisfies the compactness 
condition of Palais-Smale. By (f,), it has a local minimum at zero. If 
Z? - R > 0 is sufficiently small, zero is the global minimum and the unique 
critical point of Zk. So, for these Z?, R, there are no radial positive solutions 
of (l.l), (1.2). The following lemma shows that for ff - R >O sufficiently 
large, zero is not the global minimum of Za. 
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LEMMA 2.4. Let us assume (g,), (fi), (f3), and (f4). There exists R,> R 
such that Inf Zfi < 0 for all 12 R,. 
Proof: By (f4) we can pick @ E Hh( R, R + 1) such that 
s R+I (t-R)N-‘F(D(t))dt>O. R (2.6) 
Scaling @k(r) = @(( l/(Z? - R))(r - R) + R), we have 
[(i-R)(t-R)+R]‘+l @‘(t)‘dt 
-(I?-R)j;+’ [(I?-R)(t-R)+R]“-I 
xg((&R)(t-R)+R)F(@(t))dt 
and consequently, by Fatou’s Lemma, 
Zid@Id 
;;yT (,ri-R)N < - lim inf g(r) (t-R)“-lF(@(t))dt <O. r- +a2 > 
THEOREM 2.5. Assume (g,), (fi), (f3), and (f4). There exists R,> R such 
that for all R > R, there exist two distinct classical positive and radial 
solutions of (l.l), (1.2). 
ProojI Let R, be given as in Lemma 2.4 and let & > R,. Since Inf Za -C 0 
for Z? 2 R,, then ZR attains its i&mum in some point v # 0. On the other 
hand, it was observed that zero is a local minimum of Ii for all Z?. Then 
the Mountain Pass Theorem [2] applies and Z,Q has another critical point 
u # 0, u # v. 
Remarks 2.6. (i) An argument similar to that of Lemma 2.4 has been 
used in [3], Lemma 2.3. 
(ii) Theorem 2.5 improves a result of [9], where the existence of one 
solution only is proved (under the assumption g(x) = 1). 
(iii) Theorems 2.1 and 2.5 can be easily extended to handle more 
general nonlinearities of the type f( 1x1, u). 
3. THE PROBLEM WITH DISCONTINUOUS NONLINEARITY 
Here we deal with problem (1.3) (1.4) with discontinuous nonlinearities 
fi To limit the work to a reasonable length, we restrict our discussion to an 
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specific class of bounded nonlinearities. The superlinear case as well as 
more general discontinuous nonlinearities can be handled in a similar way. 
Let h be the Heaviside function; i.e., h(t) = 0 if t < 0, h(t) = 1 if t 2 0. 
Consider (1.3), (1.4) with a functionfof the form 
f(t) = h(t - a) p(t), 
where a E IR, a > 0, and p satisfies 
(pi) p E C’( [0, -t x))) is a nondecreasing function with p(t) > 0 for 
all t > 0. 
(pz) p is bounded. 
(We extend p by setting p = 0 for t 4 0.) 
On g we suppose, in addition to (gi ), that 
(g3) g’(r) < 0, Vr > 0. 
By a solution of (1.3) (1.4) we mean a function u E HA(R, i) n H*(R, A) 
such that 
-u”(r) - F u’(r) = g(r) flu(r)), a.e. in R < r -C I?. (3.1) 
THEOREM 3.1. Let kl), (gd, (P,h and (p2) hold. Then, there exists 
R, > R such that for all R > R, there are at least two distinct positive radial 
soZuti0n.s ul, uz of (1.3), (1.4). Moreover, 
(i) fi = {rE(R,k)/ui(r)=a} = {r;,ri}, with R < r; < r; < l?, 
i= 1, 2. 
(ii) (rE(R, j)/ui(r)>a} =(ri,rl), i= 1, 2. 
(iii) There exists r: E (r;, ri) such that 
uj>O (<O) for all R<r<r; (l?>r>r\), i= 1, 2. 
Proof Step 1: First we solve the multivalued problem. We consider 
again the functional Ik defined by (2.3). In this case, becausef(t) is discon- 
tinuous at t = a, ZR is not Frtchet differentiable. However, it is easy to see 
that, by (pi), I@ is a locally Lipschitz continuous with a set-valued super- 
gradient dZa(u) at any point u. 
Taking @E HA( R, R + 1) such that 11@11 m > a, we obtain (2.6) and 
Lemma 2.4 applies and there exists R, > R such that Inf I,+ < 0 for all 
R 2 R,. Using the version of the Moutain Pass Theorem stated in [7] and 
similar arguments to those of Theorem 2.5, we prove the existence of two 
critical points u,, u2 of Id, i.e., satisfying 
0 E dIn( u,), i= 1, 2 (f? 2 R,). (3.2) 
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By standard regularity theory U, E H’(R, k + 1) and (3.2) implies 
-(,-N-l u;(r))’ E r Np ‘g(r) P(dr)) a.e. R<r<&i=1,2, 
where p is the multivalued function defined by 
0, t<a; 
f(t) = VA f(a)L t=a; 
S(t), t > a. 
Step 2: 
(3.3) 
LEMMA 3.2. Let UE HA(R, I?) n H2(R, 8) be a nonzero solution of (3.3). 
If r0 E (R, 2) is such that u’(r,) = 0, then u(rO) > a. 
ProojY In fact, for any u E HA(R, Ai) n H2(R, I?) of (3.3), we define the 
energy function 
u’(r)2 
E(r) = F(u(r)) g(r) + 2, rE [R, k]. 
Since u E H2(R, ff), E is absolutely continuous and it has a derivative E’(r) 
a.e. in (R, 2). At these r such that u(r) # ai F is differentiable at u(r) and 
there results 
E’(r) = g’(r) f’t4r)) + u’(r)(f(u(r)) g(r) + u”(r)). (3.4) 
If u is a solution of (3.3), (g,), and (3.4) imply 
N-l 
E’(r)=g’(r)F(u(r))-- r z4’(r)2 <O (3.5) 
at those r such that u(r) #a. 
On the other hand, when we let 
r= {r c (R, &)/u(r) = a>, 
a Morrey-Stampacchia’s result (see Theorem 3.2.2, p. 69 of [ 131) implies 
u’ = 0 a.e. on r and hence 
ut(r)2 
E(r) = g(r) F(a) + 2 = 0 a.e. on r. 
Then E’(r) = 0 a.e. on I”. 
Therefore, by this and (3.5) 
E’(r) < 0 a.e. in (R, I?), 
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and E is a nonincreasing function. In particular, one has 
u’(R)* 
E(R) = - 2 >E(l?)=-, . U’W > o 
Finally, we show u(rO) > a. Otherwise, F(u(rO)) = 0 and then 
u’(rld2 = o 
E(ro) = dro) F(u(ro)) + - 2 ’ 
which implies E(r) E 0 in [r,, R]. When we take into account that F> 0 
and g L 0, E(r) = 0 yields 
(F(u(r)) -) u’(r) = 0 in [r,, ff] 
In particular, u(rO) = u(k) = 0, in contradiction with the fact that u > 0 in 
(4 2). 
Step 3: In order to show that ui verities (3.1) it s&ices to prove (i). 
First note that, by Lemma 3.2, fi consists of isolated points. Since 
IIui /I o. > a, there exist R < rf < ri -C ri with 
ri, = Min Ti, ri = Max r- 2 I. 
If there exist roe (ri,, ri) with ui(r,,) = a, then, by Lemma 3.2, u:(r,,) ~0. 
Hence there is i E (rf , r;) such that 
u,(i) =: [Tin, ui(r) < a. 
Obviously u;(r) = 0, which is in contradiction with Lemma 3.2. Therefore, 
r,= {rf, ri}. 
Property (ii) is an easy consequence of (i) and the continuity of ui. 
Finally, by (3.1), r N-‘uj(r) is nonincreasing in (R, j) and strictly 
decreasing in (ri, ri,). Then (iii) follows taking in account that r”-‘u:(r) is 
a positive (negative) constant in (R, r;) ((ri, I?), resp.). 
Remarks 3.3. (i) Problems with discontinuous nonlinearities have been 
studied, for example, in [7, 141 and, more recently, in [ 1, 3-51. In these 
latter, either some properties of the variational solutions (i.e., solutions 
which correspond to the minimum of a “dual” functional) or some sym- 
metry property (such as Steiner symmetry) of the domain are used in order 
to prove that solutions of the multivalued problem are also solutions of 
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Eq. (1.5). These kinds of arguments do not apply here (for the “Mountain 
Pass” solution). 
(ii) By [lo], ri, in the property (iii) satisfies ri < (R + R)/2. 
(iii) We remark that f can be defined at t = a in an arbitrary way. 
APPENDIX 
In this Appendix we will prove Lemma 2.2 in an elementary but slightly 
technical way. First of all, we note the special shape of the solutions of 
(2.1). In fact, if f( u) > 0 Vu > 0, it is clear that rN ~ lu’( r) is a nonincreasing 
function, for all solutions u of (2.1), (2.2). Thus, there exists r0 (which 
depends on U) such that u’(r) > 0 Vr E (R, rO) and u’(r) d 0 Vr E (rO, I?). In 
particular, we deduce that the sets {r E (R, &)/u(r) 3 s} (s > 0) are closed 
sub-intervals of (R, I?). 
Proof of Lemma 2.2. Let I, > 0 be the first eigenvalue of the problem 
- (r”-‘u’)’ = h”-‘g(r) u, R<r<i? 
u(R) = u(g) = 0, 
and let 4 > 0 be an eigenfunction associated to A,. By condition (f,), there 
exist 1> 2, and c > 0 such that 
f(u)3h4-c vu>o. (A.11 
Multiplying Eq. (2.1) by 4, integrating by parts, and using (A.1 ), we deduce 
in a standard way that all positive solutions u of (2.1), (2.2) satisfy 
I 
k 
I 
I? 
g(r)f(u)ddrdK,, g(r) 4 dr d K1, (A.2) 
R R 
for some convenient K, > 0. 
Let J be a nonempty and closed sub-interval of [R, I?] where g > 0. 
Then by (A.2), there exists K, > 0 such that 
s udrdK,. (A.31 J 
Take a natural number m, such that l/m, < IJl/4, (lJ[ = meas J). By (A.3), 
meas{rEJ.U(r)>m K } <I-CM . A02 
m. 4’ 
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which implies (by the shape of u) the existence of a sub-interval J1 E [cr, /I] 
of J such that /I - ~19 lJl/4 and 
u(r) < moK2, VrE CG 81. (A.4) 
We claim that for the solutions u of (2.1), (2.2) 
Ilull,dK~m,K,+T(~-RR), (A.5) 
where T= (4/151) m,K,(i?/R)N-‘. Otherwise, we would have a solution u 
and t, E (R, A) such that u(t,) > K. Two cases may occur: 
Case 1. t,<rVrE[cq/?].LetrE[u,/3]be 
theorem there exists c E (t,, r) such that 
u’(c) = u(r) - u(kJ < 
r - to 
Using that r N ~ ‘u’ is nonincreasing, we have 
arbitrary. By the mean value 
- T. 
N-1 R 
0 
N-l 
u’(c) < - -7 
R 
T 
with rE [cc, /?I. This and (A.4) imply 
u(r) < m,K, - T 
R 
0 
N-1 
- 
R (r-a) 
Vr E C4 81. 
In particular, for r E [(a + /3)/2, 81 we deduce 
R 0 N-1 p-a u(r)<m,K,-T - - R 2 
<m,K,-T g Q=O, 
0 
N--l IJI 
which is a contradiction. 
Case 2. t, > r Vr E [a, 81. An analogous argument proves 
R 
u(r)>m,K, -T Npl>m,K,, 0 a+P R VrE [ 1 -+ 
which is also a contradiction. 
Hence (A.5) is true and the proof is complete. 
Remark A.l. We remark that the a priori estimates of [S, 111 (for 
general domain) do not apply here because our nonlinearity is slightly 
more general than those of [S, 111. 
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